CLASS PARENTS

Being a class parent involves being part of a friendly helpful group of parents who are available to lend a hand when needed at any particular time.

There are normally two class parents per class who have the role of organising a helping hand which involves phoning other parents from their class to ask for some ‘food drives’ when needed. A food drive can be casseroles, cakes, pies, quiches etc.

Such times when class parents are needed are:

1. When a baby is born
2. When there has been a death in the family
3. If there has been an accident
4. To provide a cake for the class teacher’s birthday.

You will be given a class list which includes parent’s names and phone numbers and also a teacher birthday list.

Please let Tess Marlin in the office know of any relevant information to be passed onto the appropriate class parents when the need arises.

Christine Peacock and Rowena Graham are the Class Parent Coordinators for 2009 are available to contact through the school if there are any questions etc. regarding being a class parent.

Being a class parent is a very rewarding ‘job’ – it can be busy at times when various family events happen but with a support group such as Class Parents it is a ‘feel good’ job.

Thank you.